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INTRODUCTION 
H. Bass [I] and I. Reiner and the author [4] have introduced exact sequences connecting 
the groups K,, K, of the so-called algebraic K-theory. It is not obvious that these sequences 
are really examples of the same phenomenon; we show that this is nevertheless the case. 
We begin (@l-3) by defining K, and K1 in a context sufficiently broad to subsume the 
several cases. What appears to be necessary is a category together with some notion of 
“extension” of a pair of objects. This may be provided by a binary operation, e.g. direct 
sum or product-though as the example of the Brauer group shows, tensor products had 
better be subsumed as well. But more general notions of extension are also pertinent, the 
most obvious being given by short exact sequences in an abelian category. In any case we 
axiomatise the underlying structure in such a way as to include a multiplicity of examples. 
In $94-5 the exact sequence is developed in the abstract case. The sequence of [I] 
may immediately be seen to be a special case of this. For the sequence of [4] on the other 
hand some additional work is necessary. The remainder of the paper is devoted to this 
identification, and to related questions concerning the Ki in abelian categories. 
The notion of the quotient of an abelian category by a Serre subcategory is developed 
in extenso in the thesis of Gabriel [3]. For the convenience of the reader we recapitulate 
briefly the relevant points in $6. The connection between the “abstract” exact sequence 
and that of [4] is exhibited in $7. 
The conditions under which the exact sequence of [4] were established are excessively 
restrictive. In 998-9 we introduce techniques for passing to subcategories, thus permitting 
a substantial relaxation of the hypotheses. Roughly speaking, if every object in a category 
has a finite resolution in a subcategory then the inclusion of the subcategory induces iso- 
morphisms of the &. The treatment here is not essentially different from that of [2]. 
Alternatively, if every object in a category has a filtration with successive quotients in a 
subcategory then the same conclusion holds. 
In $10 we list the exact sequences which appear as immediate applications of the just- 
mentioned results-it is easy to contrive more complicated applications as well-and re- 
prove in much shorter form a theorem of [2] on group rings of infinite cyclic groups. 
t This research was in part supported by a National Science Foundation contract. 
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All the categories we consider are to be thought of as small categories, with sets of 
objects. In particular we shall discuss categories of categories. Since we want these once 
more to be small it might be appropriate to suppose, for example, that all our categories 
lie in some “universe” closed under all relevant set-theoretical operations. However, we 
shall side-step all such logical questions, in the confidence that whatever constructions we 
need will easily be imbedded in the yet-to-be-arrived-at concensus on the foundations of 
category theory. 
If X is a category we shall write A E X to mean A E ob X. If A, B E X the set of 
maps A - B is denoted by %(A, B). By a full subcategory 9 c X we mean a subcategory 
such that A, B E LZ implies %‘(A, B) = .$(A, B) and such that A E 9, B x A implies BE 8. 
The latter, not quite conventional, condition seems to save a considerable number of sub- 
ordinate clauses. 
The author would like to acknowledge his considerable debt to H. Bass for suggestions 
and helpful discussions. 
$1. EXTENSIONAL STRUCTURES; MULTIPLICATIVE STRUCTURES 
All our categories will be provided with a “product” functor _l_ : Z? x X ---+ X, 
which we shall suppose is associative and commutative in the sense of MacLane [5]. That 
is, there are given isomorphisms _L(l x I) M J_(J_ x 1) : X x X x X -+ X and IT= 
_!_ : X x X --+ X, where T is the transposition functor on X x X, and it is further 
supposed that these isomorphisms are consistent in the sense that the isomorphisms for 
associations and permutations of products of several factors deduced from them are unique. 
In particular we may then write A, I A, I . . . I A, for a product of several variables 
without indicating associations, and indeed generalize the product functor to I : 3C x 37 x 
. . . X.f --+ sf, setting J_,A, = A, I . . . I A,, all without ambiguity. 
Among the examples we have in mind are following: 
(i) the sum-functor u or the direct-product functor rc in categories possessing these; 
(ii) in the category Aab of left modules over a commutative ring A, the product @A; 
(iii) in the category hub, where A is a coassociative cocommutative hyperalgebra, the 
product Ox. 
Since our categories are supplied with this additional structure we shall require that 
functors preserve it. If F: X - 2’ then F I = I(F x F) and moreover F takes the 
association and commutation isomorphisms in X into those of 9. 
The category of categories with product, together with their product-preserving func- 
tors, will be denoted by Cat. 
We define the functors SO, S,, S, : X x AC + X by &(A, B) = A, &(A, B) = B, 
S, = 1. We shall want to think of AIB as an “extension” of A and B, but we shall also 
want to admit more general extensions in the following way. 
An extensional structure in a category Z consists of a category XA together with 
functors Se, S,, S, : 3fA - LX? and a functor V : X x X + 3? A satisfying SiV = 
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Si, i = 0, 1, 2. The category X together with all this structure is an extensional category 
or e-category, which we denote by (X, X^). 
If (X, g “) and (8, 9 *) are e-categories a morphism (X, X’ ^) ---+(LZ, PA) is 
a pair of functors F : X --+ Y, F” : XA --+ 9” such that SiF” = FS,, i = 0, 1, 2 and 
F”V = V(F x F). The e-categories, with these morphisms, form the category 8. 
We have in mind, once more, the following examples: 
(i) X” = .X x X; V is the identity. This is the minimal case, which is nonetheless 
of great importance. 
(ii) X is some category of topological spaces with base-point; _L = v , the union with 
base-points identified; XA is the category of cofibrations with S, = subspace, 
S, = total space, S, = cofibre. 
(iii) .X is some category of topological spaces with I = x ; K” is the category of 
fibrations with S, = fibre, S, = total space, S, = base space. 
(iv) In a stable category in the sense of Puppe [6], X is the category of maps of degree 
0 with _L = z; X” is the category of “exact triangles” A = (A, -O+ A, 0, 
-42 d A,) with maps of indicated degrees; SiA = Ai. 
(v) .I%” is an abelian category with _L = X; .X” is the category of short exact sequences 
A=(O-+A,--+A,-+A, - 0); SiA = Ai. 
In each case the definition of V is obvious. It is the last case which will be our principal 
concern below, $$6-10. 
We may supplement these examples by means of the following convention. If (X, X”) 
is an e-category and dip is a full subcategory of X which is closed under J_ we let 9” be the 
full subcategory of X” consisting of A such that SiA E Z’, i = 0, 1,2. Then of course the 
inclusions 9 c Xx, 8^ c .XA give a morphism (8, 9”) - (X, ,X^) of e-categories. 
By a multiplicative structure in a category .X we mean a product 0 : 93 - ob X 
defined on some subset YJl c ob X x ob .X and satisfying the following condition: if 
(A, A’), (B, B’) E ‘9Jl then also (A l. B, A’ I B’) E 9.X and (A l_ B) o (A’ J_ B’) = (A o A’) 
-L (B 0 B’). We defer discussion of examples, which are peculiar to the present context, to 
$3. If X, 9 have multiplicative structures we shall require of a functor F: X --+ 9’ 
that it preserve this structure, i.e. that FA 0 FB = F(A 0 B) whenever A 0 B is delined in .Xx. 
Categories with multiplicative structure, or m-categories, together with these functors, con- 
stitute the category A!. 
By a multiplicative structure in an e-category (X, X”) we shall mean simply a multi- 
plicative structure in A’-; a morphism (F, F”) : (X”, XA) ---+ (9, PA) should of course 
preserve such structures. The e-categories so provided are e-m-categories; with their 
morphisms they make up the category 6.4~‘. 
52. THE FUNCTORS Ko,K# 
We define next functors K, : 6 - ab, K, : ddl- ab. The former is indeed a 
special case of the latter, since an e-category may be identified as an e-m-category with 
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trivial multiplication. Nevertheless it seems to be in the interest of clarity to treat them 
separately. 
If (.X, X”) is an e-category there is an abelian group &(Xx, .X^) and a map ke : ob X 
- &,(Xx, .X^) which are universal with respect o the properties 
(i) A w B implies k,A = k,B 
(ii) for each A E K*, I&( - l)‘k,SiA = 0. 
Indeed we may take K,(X, X ^) to be the quotient of the free abelian group generated 
by the isomorphism classes [A] of objects A of X by the relations (ii) above. 
We see immediately that for any A, B E X 
k,(A I B) = k,S,(A V B) = k,S,(A V B) + k&A V B) = k,A + k,B, 
and thus that the general element of K,(X, XA) may be written k,A - kOB. 
In virtue of the universality K0 is a functor K ,, : 8’ ----f ab and k0 a map of functors 
k,, : ob -+ vK,, where for brevity we write ob(.X, 37”) for ob X and v : ab -+ 9’ is 
the forgetful functor. 
The following lemma provides a criterion for the vanishing of an element of K,(X, X ^). 
LEMMA (2.1). Zj (.f”, .X^) is an e-category and A, B E X then the following are equiva- 
lent: 
(i) there are A, B E Zx^ such that SiA z SIB, i = 0,2 and AI&A z B_LS,B; 
(ii) there are A’, B’ E X and a C E X such that SiA’ x SiB’, i = 0,2, and S,A’ x 
AIC, S,B’ w BIG; 
(iii) k,,A = koB. 
The implication (i) s (ii) is easily seen by taking C = AIS,A w BIS,B and setting 
A’ = B I (A V B), B’ = A _L (A V B). 
The implication (ii) * (iii) is obvious. For (iii) =z. (i), if k,A = k,B we must have, in the 
free abelian group generated by isomorphism classes 
[A] - [B] = Zi,( - l)‘[SiA,] - ~ja( - l)‘[SjBs] 
for some A,, B, E K^ . Thus 
CA1 + US,AI + ~,KSS,l + C&B,1 = CBI + ~,(CW,I + CS,Al) + &CS,BpI). 
This certainly implies 
A J- (J-J,4 1 (J-,(S,B,, 1 S&J) R B -L (.L(S,4 -L S,A,)) J- (J-,&B,). 
We have only to set 
A = (LA,) J- (&(S,BB V &BP)) 
B = (&Bs) J- (U%A, V S,A,)). 
If (X, X”) E b&Z we define the abelian group K,(X, X^) and the map k, : ob .X 
-+ K,(X, ,X^) in an analogous fashion, but adding to the two conditions on k, a third: 
(iii) If A 0 B is defined then k&A 0 B) = k+A + k#B. 
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As before we may take K#(X, X”) to be the quotient of the free abelian group 
generated by the [A] for A E X by, this time, the relations (ii) and (iii). 
In virtue of the universality, K# is a functor K, : bM --+ ah, and k++ : ob --+ vK#. 
Lemma (2.1) may be generalized as follows. 
LEMMA (2.2). If (X, .X^) E Q,I and A, BE .X then k, A = k# B if and only if there 
are A, B E .X^ and U’, u”, V’, v” E X such that U’ 0 U”, V’ o V” are dejined, SiA = S,B, 
i = 0,2, and 
A J_ S,A J_ (U’ 0 U”) _L V’ _L V” % B I SiB _L U’ I U” I (V’ 0 V”). 
For in the free abelian group generated by isomorphism classes we must have a relation 
[A] - [B] = ~i,(-l)i[SiA,] - ~js(-l)‘[SjBs] + ~.p([Ulr 0 Us] - [U/l - [Uz]) 
- z,([V; 0 V:‘] - [v;] - [V{]) 
whence, defining A and B as in (2.1) and setting 
U’ = I, u;, U” = IPU;, V = I, v;, I/“= I, V”” 
the conclusion follows along the lines of (2.1). 
$3. THE LOOP AND FIBRE FUNCTORS 
We introduce here several constructions of categories the names of which are suggested 
by an analogy between the present theory and homotopy theory of topological spaces. The 
reader should be cautioned however that the analogy is very weak, and we excuse ourselves 
from attempting to make it explicit. 
To begin with we define the path-functor A : Cat --+ ..K by letting AX be the category 
whose objects are the morphisms of X. That is, AX is the category of diagrams A 12, B 
in X. For brevity we denote such a diagram either by (B, a, A) or, if there is no confusion, 
simply by CY. We recall that A.X((B, CI, A), (B’, CI’, A’)) = ((g,j’)l f: A - A’,G:B-B’, 
gcr = a’f}. 
The product in AX is (B, CI, A) _L (B’, a’ A’) = (BIB’, c&x’, A-LA’). The multiplication 
is (C, 8, B) 0 (B, a A) = (C, pa, A). 
1fF:X ---+ Xx’ then AF(B, a, A) = (FB, FN, FA) and AF(g, f) = (Fg, Ff). 
The loop-functor Q : Cat ---+ .I is the subfunctor of A defined by letting R.X be the 
category of automorphisms of X; more explicitly, ob Qz.X = {(A, a)la : A z A in .X}, and 
QX((A, a$ (A’, tl’)) = {f/f: A - A’, a’f = fa}. We imbed this in AX by (A, cz) -
(A, ~9 A),f - (j; f). Then 0.X inherits the product and multiplication of AX. 
If (.X, Y”) is an e-category then QSi : CM* -CW, i:O, I,2 and QV:S2X 
XR2f ---+ CM" give to (RX, QX ^) the structure of an e-m-category. We shall con- 
tinue to use the same notation for the functor R : d - CC?&! defined in this way. We dehne 
the functor Kl : d --+ ab by Kl = K,SZ, and the map k, : ob Q - vK, by k, = k,Q. 
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An object of A Cat is a functor in Cat; to each such functor F: .X - 9 we assign 
a category CDF E J?, the jibre of F, by setting 
ob (DF = {(B, c(, A)IA, BE K, a : FA x FB} 
and 
@F((B, m, 4, (B’, a’, A’)) = {(s,f)ls : B- B’,f:A -A’, (Fg)a = a’(Ff)}. 
The product I and the multiplication are defined as in AX. Indeed we have defined a 
functor CD : A Cat - _I, the jibre-ftirnctor. 
In the same way as we extended Sz to be a functor on d we make Q a functor Q : hb 
--+ 6~4!. Explicitly, if (F, F^) : (X, X”) ---+ (9, 9”) then (Si, SJ : F” --+ F and 
(V,V): Fx F- F” in A Cat. It is evident that @(Si, S,), i = 0, 1, 2 and @(V, V) give to 
(QF, QF”) the structure of an e-m-category. 
Finally, if (F, F”) : (X, X”) --+ (9, _Y*) in d we define a homomorphism I : 
K,<D(F, F^) - I&(.X, 37”‘) by Ak,(B, ~1, A) = k,A - kOB. Clearly this is a morphism 
of functors, and K,(F, F”)J. = 0. 
We record now for later use several isomorphisms in the categories we have just con- 
structed. We write s : A _L B x B J_ A and t : B I C I A w A I B l_ C for the permuta- 
tion isomorphisms. 
LEMMA (3.1). If c1 : A z B in X then (1 I a-‘) : (A _L B, t(a _L a-‘)) w (A J_ A, t) in 
SZX. Zf further B : B z C then (1 I a-l I a-‘fi-‘) : (A I B _L C, S(CL I /? l. a-‘/3-‘)) 
z (A J_ A I A, s). 
LEMMA (3.2). If F: 37 - 9 in Cat and a : FU E FV in 2’ then (t, 1) : (FV I FU, 
a _L u-l, FU I FV) M (FU I FV, t(a I tl-l), FU I FV) in (PF. Zf also j? : FV M FW then 
(s,l):(FVIFWIFU,aI~Ia-‘P-‘,FUIFVIFW)~(FUIFVIFW,s(aIP 
J_ a-‘/?-‘), FU l_ FV I FW). 
$4. FIBRATIONS, EXACTNESS, CONNECTING HOMOMORPHISM 
A morphism (F, F”) : (X, X”) --+ (9, 2”‘) in d is a jibration if for any Bi E 9, 
i=0,2thereisaBoYA such thatifBE:%“‘andS,BwB,,i=0,2thenBIBwF”A 
for some AE Xx”. In other words, for any B E 9” there is a B E 9”, depending only on 
S,B, S,B, such that B _L B M FAA. 
It is easy to see that this implies that for any B E 9 there is a B E 9’ such that B I B z 
FA for some A E X. Indeed if the extensional structure on Y is minimal then the converse 
is also true. 
PROPOSITION (4.1). Jf (F, F^) : (X, X ^) - (9, SA) is ajibration then K,Q(F, F”) 
-5 K,(.X, ,X^) a K,(Y, LZA) is exact. 
For an element of the kernel of K,,(F, F”) is of the form k,A - k,B with k,FA = k,FB. 
By Lemma (2.1) there are A’, B’ E B A such that S,A’ z SIB’, i = 0,2 and FA I S,A’ z 
FB I S,B’. Since (F, F^) is a fibration we may in fact assume that A’ = F^A, B’ = F”B 
for A,BEX~. Then 
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k,,A - k,B = k,(A I $A) - k,(B _L S,B) - k&A - k&A + k&B + k&B. 
But F(F(A I SrA) w F(B I S,B) and FS,A a FS,B, i = 0, 2. Writing a,, LX~, a, for these iso- 
morphisms we have 
k,A - k,B = I{k,(B I S,B, al, A J_ &A) - k&&B, a,, SoA) - k,(&B, c&A)}. 
If (F, F”) is a fibration we have also a “connecting homomorphism” K,(,Ce, 2”‘) - 
K, @(F, F^). 
PROPOSITION (4.2). If (F, F^) : (37, X*) --+ (2, 9”) is a Jibration then a unique 
homomorphism 13 : K,(Z’, 2”‘) ---+ K,@(F, F”) is defined by the condition ak,(FA, CY) 
= k,(A, CL, A). 
We begin by constructing 8, : ob R9 -+ K#@(F, F”) and then show that it has the 
requisite additivity with respect to extension and multiplication. 
If (B, B) E RY there is a B E 2, and A E X and an isomorphism fI : FA z B I B, and 
we may construct (A, 0-‘(/3 I i)e, A) E Q(F, F^). We shall see that k,(A, e-‘(p J_ i), A) 
is independent of the several choices. Suppose also 8’ : FA’ w B I B’. Then 
k,(A, e-‘(jl J_ i)e, A) - k,(A’, e’-‘(j? I I’)#, A’) 
= k,(A I A’, (0 I O’)-‘(B _L i I p-' I l’)(e _L e’), A J_ A’) 
= k#(A I A’, (0 I fl’)-‘(/I I i _L 1 I l’)(e I e’), A 1 A’) 
- k,(A l_ A’, (e _L ep(i I id_ p _L iye J_ ey, A I A’) 
= 0, 
since the automorphisms pli_L 1 J_ 1’ and 1 l_i_L/?l I' of B_LBIBJ_B’ are 
clearly isomorphic. We thus set d&3, /I) = k&A, e-‘(p _L i)e, A). 
Now suppose (B, p) E R9*. Choosing B appropriately we have an A E .X” and 
@:F^AzBJ_&and 
Er( - l)‘a,Si(B, fi) = Ci( - l)‘k,(SiA, Si(8- ‘(0 I X)0), S,A) 
= Ei( - l)‘k.Si(A, fI-‘(p I i)>e, A) 
= 0. 
Finally, if (B, p), (B, /3’) E R8 and t9 : FA x B I B then 
&,((B, a) 0 (4 P’)) = &(B, BP) = k&4 e-‘(BP’ -L i)e, A) 
= k&A, O-‘(p I i)O, A) + k,(A, O-‘(j?’ I l)e, A) 
= &LB, LO -I- 4,(B, P’). 
Thus a, defines a : K,(Z’, 2”‘) --+ K,Q(F, F”). This clearly satisfies dk,(FA, IX) = 
k,(A, a, A). For the uniqueness we need only observe that if 8 : FA cz B _L B then, since 
k,(B, i) = 0, 
k,(B, /I) = k,(B I i?, p I i) = k,(FA, e-‘(p I i)e). 
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(4.3) K,( x, X^) - K,( 8, P) -L K*Q(F, F”) - KG-, X^) 
which is exact at K,(X, XXh). 
LEMMA (4.4). In the sequence (4.3), 28 = 0 and BK,(F, FA) = 0. 
The first assertion is trivial. For the second. 
aK,(F, F^)k,(A, CC) = dkl(FA, FR) = k&d, Fa, A) = 0 
assumptions, we can conclude that (4.3) 
OF 4.3 
since (Fcr, 1) : (A, 1, A) x (A, FE, A). 
We shall go on to see how, under additional 
is exact at K,@(F, F^) and K,(Y, gA). 
$5. EXACTNESS 
We shall say that an e-category (Xx, X“) is semisimple if every A E X’ is isomorphic 
to some A V B. Clearly this is the case whenever the extensional structure is minimal; 
indeed in general(l, V) :(ST, Z x ST)---+ (.X, d" ^) in 8, and if (X, X “) is semisimple 
then Ki(l, V) : K,(X, X x X) z K,(X, A?“), i = 0, 1. 
PROPOSITION (5.1). If(F, FA) : (X,X”) -(S’, 2”) is a$bration in d and (9,U”) 
is semisimple then the sequence (4.3) is exact at K,Q(F, F*). 
For suppose (B, a, A) E @(F, F”) and k,B = koA. Then by (2.1) there are A, B E X”, 
maps8i:SiA~~iB,i=0,2aCE~andisomorphismscp:S,AwAIC,JI:S,BxBIC 
Since (9, Y^) is semisimple there is an isomorphism p : FAA w F”B such that Sip = F0i, 
i = 0,2. Thus in K,@fF, F^), 
M&B, SIP, S,A) = k&%B, S,P, %A) + k,(&B> &P, %A) 
= 0. 
On the other hand 
k&B, a, A) = k,(B I C. a I 1, A I C) 
= k,(A I C, (Fq)(S,p)-l(F$)-l(a _L l), A I C) 
- k& J- C, Fq, &A) + k,(&B, Sp, S,A) 
+ k,(B J- C, Fe, SIB) 
= ak,(FA I FC, (Fv)(S,p)-‘(FI(/)-‘(a I 1)). 
PROPOSITION(~.~). {f(F, li^) : (X, .f^)--+ (9',64^) is ajbration in d and (X, XA) 
is semisimple then (4.3) is exact. 
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The preceding argument still shows exactness at K,Q(F, F”). Now suppose (FA, 0) 
E l2.Y and k,(A, 8, A) = 0. Then by (2.2) there are 
(A, Q, A), (B, fi, B) in OFA 
(U’, cp. U), (U”, cp’, U’), W’, $, V, (v”, II/‘, v’) in @F 
such that Si(A, 01, A) M S,@, fi, B), i = 0,2 and 
(5.3) (4 &A) A- S,(& a, A) -L (U”, (P’R U) 1 (k”, $, k’) 1 V”‘, ti’, v’) 
z S,@, fl, B) _L (U’, cp, U) I (U”, cp’, U’) I (V”, I/$, V). 
Since (X, X”) is semisimple we may suppose A = B, A = B. 
Taking the I-product of (5.3) with 
S,(A, a-l, A) I (U, (p-I’p’-l, U”) I (V, 1,4-r, V’) I (V’, r,V-‘, V”) 
and applying (3.2) we have, in @F, 
(A, 8, A) l. S,(A I ii, t(a I a-l), A I A) I (U” I U, t(cp’q~ I 40~‘(p’-I), U” I U) 
_L (V’_L v, t($ _L $-I), I/’ _L V) J_ (V I V’, t(@ J_ l+v-‘), V” _L V’) 
x S1(A I A, t(P I a-l), A I X) I (U I U’ I U”, s(cp l. cp’ I p-‘qf-‘), U I U’ I U” 
I (V J_ I/’ l_ V”, s($ _L $’ I $-‘$‘-‘), I/ _L V I V”). 
We conclude, using Lemma (3.1), that in CM 
(FA, 0) _L S,(F”(A J_ ii), t) I (F(U I U), t) I (F( V I V), t) I (F(V’ I V’), t) 
x S1(FA(A I ii), t@ I a-‘)) I (F(U _L U I U), s) _L (F(Y I V I V), s). 
Now clearly (F(U J_ U), t) = RF(U I U, t) and (F(U I U _L U), s) = RF(U I U 
1 U, s). Thus modulo the image of K,(F, FA) we have 
k,(FA, 0) E klSl(F(A I A), t(p _L a-‘)) 
= k,S,(F(A _L K)), t@ I a-‘)) + k,S,(F(A l_ A), t(fi I a-‘)) 
= kl(FSoA .!_ FS,& t(S,fl I &a-‘)) 
+ k,(FS,A I FS& t(S,fl _L S2a-‘)). 
But Sis = Sia, i = 0,2. Thus, repeating the previous reasoning, k,(FA, 0) is in the image of 
&(F, F”). 
$6. QUOTIENT CATEGORIES 
We propose to apply the results above to abelian categories and subcategories of these. 
We begin by recalling some facts about abelian categories, and in particular the construction 
of quotient categories [3]. 
LEMMA (6.1). Iff: A -+B,g:B-+ C in an abelian category then there is an exact 
sequence 
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0 - Kerf- Ker gf- Kerg- Cokerf- Coker gf- Coker g ----* 0 
whose maps are induced by f, g. 
A full subcategory JV of an abelian category -4 is a Serre subcategory ( = sous-categoric 
Bpaisse) if whenever 0 - A, - A, - A, ---+ 0 is exact in d then A, E JV if and 
only if A,,, Az E JV. We say in this case that a map f in s9 is an isomorphism mod ,V if 
Kerf, CokeryE JV, and denote by G(N) the set of isomorphisms mod N. In consequence 
of (6.1) we have the following. 
LEMMA (6.2). If any two off, g,fg are in E(J+‘) then so is the third. 
Zf A, B E d we denote by M(A, B) the set of diagrams a = (A &- A’ /, B’ d- B) 
with u, /? E G;(J). We may define a relation “N” on M(A, B) by setting a,, z a, tfthere exists 












QL 81 81 ,L, 
\ J 
A; - B; 
11 
commute. Observe that then tii, fli E E(N). 
We state without proof the following lemma as well as the theorem below (cf. [3]). 
LEMMA (6.4). N is an equivalence relation in M(A, B). Moreover each equivalence class 
contains a diagram with CL = 1 : A, a diagram with p = 1 : B, and a diagram in which c1 is a 
monomorphism and /? is an epimorphism. If, in (6.3), a0 and a1 are of this last type then a 
also may be taken to be of this type. 
We refer to this last type of element of M(A, B) as a generalized map (mod N) from 
A to B; Ker /I is its indeterminacy and Coker c( is its coindeterminacy. The last assertion of 
(6.4) may be paraphrased by saying that two generalized maps are equivalent if and only 
if they become equal on suitably increasing their indeterminacies and coindeterminacies. 
We may now define the quotient category &‘/Jf and the quotient functor N : at + 
d/N. We let ob (d/N) be in bijective correspondence, A + NA, with ob & and take 
for (&/N)(NA, NB) the set of equivalence classes of M(A, B) with respect o N. Writing 
[A t- A’ - B’ +-- B] for the equivalence class we define composition in A/N by 
[B~GCI.YC,~[A::A’ ’ 
LI ef Y 
-+B]=[At-A’+G’t-CC) 
and set, for f: A - B in ,d, Nf = [A 2- A L+ B >- B]. 
THEOREM (6.5). d/N is an abelian category; N is an exactfunctor. Further ifF : a? - 
V is any exact functor such that F(N) = 0 then there is an exact G : d/N --+ W such that 
F = GN and G is unique up to isomorphism. 
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We shall also need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA (6.61. If A = (0 - &, - A, ----+ A, - 0) is exact in J&‘/M andf, : NA, 
w A, then there is an exact sequence A = (0 - A0 - A, - A, - 0) in JZZ’ and an 
isomorphism (fob, f,, f2) : NA z A. The dual result, given f. : NA, z. A,, also holds. 
LEMMA (6.7). If 0 = &, c . . . c A,, = NA is a,filtration in d/J it is the image under N 
oj’a,filtration 0 = A,, c . . . c A, = A in &. 
We conclude with a lemma concerning the lifting of maps of short exact sequences in 
a/Jr/-. 
LeMMA (6.8). Suppose A = (0 ---+ A, - Ai ---+ A2 --3 0) and B = (0 - B, 
-.-- 
--+ B, - B, ---+ 0) are exact in .G? and that (f”, fi, fi) : NA ----t NB in d1.N. Then 
there are generalized maps Ai CL A’ fi B/ +-81- Bi representing j7, i = 0, 1, 2, such that 
the diagram 
AO-----+A,-A, 
Ia0 la, iaZ 
A& -A;----+ A; 
commutes. 
The proof consists in choosing any generalized maps representing the fi, then increasing 
indeterminacies and coindeterminacies until the maps Ah --+ A; --+ A;, Bh --+ B; --+ 
B; are defined and then increasing them once more until the diagram commutes (cf. Lemma 
(6.4)). 
$7. THE FIBRE OF A QUOTIENT FUNCTOR 
As we have suggested above (§I), if &’ is an abelian category we supply it with the 
direct sum 11 as a product functor and give it an extensional structure by letting ~2” be the 
category of short exact sequences A = (0 - A, + A, - A, - 0) in _c4, considered 
in the usual way as a category of diagrams, and by setting S,A = Ai, i = 0, 1, 2 and A V B = 
(O-A---+ AuB--+B - 0). 
If F: d + 93 is an exact functor of abelian categories then F^ : CT&“’ - g’^ is 
defined in the obvious way and (F, F”) : (&, zzlA) - (39, a”) in 8. Inasmuch as .zI 
determines G”’ and F determines F” we shall allow ourselves to write Kid for Ki(&‘, d”), 
K,F for K,(F, F’), (DF for WF, F” d so forth. 
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The reader will readily observe that if ~4 is an abelian category then so is Rd, and that 
ifF:zZ - %? is an exact functor of abelian categories then @F is an abelian category. 
If ~2’ is a full additive (i.e. u-closed) subcategory of the abelian category .rB we shall, 
a bit loosely, use the expressions “exact sequence in .Eg’ “,” projective in d’ U and so forth 
to mean “exact sequence of ,01 lying in d’ “, ’ projective of & lying in ~4’. By our general 
conventionon subcategories of e-categories s& is then supplied with the extensional structure 
d’^ consisting of short exact sequences in d’. If also 8 c B is a full additive subcategory 
and F:d --+ 93 is exact then the restrictions F’, F’^ of F, F” constitute a morphism 
(F’, F”‘) : (d’, &““) - (a’, 9YA) in 8, provided only F.d’ c 3’. 
The following observation is a trivial consequence of the definition ($3) of the fibre 
functor. 
LEMMA (7.1). Zf F: &’ - %!I is exact and d’ c &, 9T, 27’ t g are full additive sub- 
categories, and if FM c L?#, FL&” c 2%’ and F’ : d’ ---+.%‘I, F” : d’ ---+ 99” are the re- 
strictions of F then @F’ = @ F”. 
Our principal interest here is in a special case of the following homomorphism. Sup- 
pose F: s2 -27, G:L$l---+ V are exact functors and GF = 0. Suppose further that 
3’ c $? is full and additive and that F&’ c @‘, and let G’ : 23’ - ‘8 be the restriction of 
G. Then a homomorphism 6’ K,d + K,@G’ 
(0, 0, FA) E QG’. 
If Jf is a Serre subcategory of d, N : d -+ d/N being the corresponding quotient 
functor, we shall say that a full additive subcategory ~2’ c -c4 is saturated (with respect to 
.,V) if A E d’, BE &, NA z NB implies BE d’. This is equivalent to ob d’ = ob ~2 n 
N-IN ob d’. 
PROPOSITION (7.2). If JVC ,& is a Serre subcategory, d’ c d is saturated with respect 
to NandN’ : d’ + d/N is the restriction of the quotient functor then 0 : K,,V x K,@N’. 
We consider first the case d’ = d. The map I : G(N) - K,,,V defined by Af = 
k, Kerf - k, Cokerf has, by Lemma (6.1) the property L(fg) = Ilf f Ig. Now if cp : NA x 
NB and ,4 c”- A’ _f, B’ +’ - B represents cp then f, as well as c( and /I, is in G(M). The 
definition of the equivalence relation (cf. (6.3)) implies then that &f- 1~ - nfl depends only 
on cp; we denote it accordingly by p(B, rp, A). 
We have now constructed p : ob @N - + K,Jlr; the next step is to show that it is 
additive with respect to extensions and multiplications in QN. For the multiplications this 
is an immediate consequence of the additivity of 1.. For extensions we proceed as follows. 
Suppose 0 ----+ (Bm cpo, A,) -(B,> ‘~1, AI) - (B2, (p2, A,) --+ 0 is exact in (DN, 
i.e. is an object of (DN”. Then by Lemma (6.8) we may represent the vi as in diagram (6.9). 
We shall look at the rows of (6.9) as chain complexes, indicated by omitting the subscripts, 
and the vertical arrows as maps of these chain complexes. Thus we have exact sequences 
of chain complexes 
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O-A’----+A +Cokeru+O 
(7.3) O+Ker~-+A’+ Imf- 0 
O-+Imf +B’ --+ Cokerf + 0 
O+Ker/3+B -B’ -0 
of which Coker c(, Kerf, Cokerf; Ker B all lie in 1, the rest being in &. All the maps are 
of degree 0. 
Now for a finitely graded object C in an abelian category & we define the Euler 
characteristic x9 C = ~i(- l)‘k,Ci. The assertion that p is additive with respect to ex- 
tensions may, in terms of this Euler characteristic, be written 
(7.4) xx Coker LY -I- xX Ker f - xx Cokerf - xx Ker B = 0. 
But for a finitely graded chain complex X in an abelian category .Y it is well-known 
that xx X = xx HX. 
Since A, B are acyclic complexes the homology of each of the complexes in (7.3) lies 
in JV and 
fHA’ = -xx Coker a 
fHA = xxH Ker f + fH Im f 
x~HB’ =x/H Imf+ xxH Cokerf 
xXHB’ = -fH Ker p. 
The equation (7.4) following immediately. 
Thus p defines 5 : K,QN --+ K,X. Tnstead of showing simply that p is inverse to 8 
we now proceed to treat the general case. Suppose d’ c & is saturated and write 
J : at”---+ d for the inclusion functor and 8’ : K,_M --+ K,am, SO that e = K,aqJ, ijet. 
We shall show that pK,@(J, 1)0’ = 1 : K,N, e’pK,@(J, 1) = 1 : K#cDN’. 
For the first, if A E J1’ then B’k,A = k$ (0, 0, A). But 0 : NA --+ 0 has the repre- 
sentation A & 0 0.0 d!- 0, so that jTK,(P(J, l)k’++(O, 0, A) = @,(O, 0, A) = k,,A. 
For the second, observe that if A, B E at’ and f’: A - B is in G(N) then (B, nlf, A) has 
the filtration 
(0, 0, Kerf) = (Im f, N?, A) = (B, N.L A) 
where f: A - Imf is the restriction of J Moreover these subobjects, as well as the 
successive quotients, are in @N’. Thus 
k&(B, Nf, A) = k&(0,0, Kerf) + k’,(Imf, Nj, Coimf) + k’,(Cokerf, 0,O) 
where3 : Coimfx Imfis the canonical isomorphism, so that the second term on the right 
vanishes. 
In general, if rp : NA z NB is represented by the generalized map 
(I f B 
A - A’ -B’+--B 
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we have 
k’,(B, 4, A) = ka(O, 0, Kerf) + k&(Cokerf, 0,O) - k’,(Coker c1,0,0) - k&(0,0, Ker 8) 
and the conclusion is now immediate. 
Combining this with results of §$4, 5 we have the following. 
PROPOSITION (7.5). Let ,V c d be a Serre subcategory and suppose further that W c .d 
is saturated with respect to N, that %? c .EZ/.M is full and additive, and that N’ : 9$ - %‘, 
the restriction of the quotient functor, is afibration. If J : N - ?d is the inclusion then the 
sequence 
KIN' a KOJ KoN' 
(7.6) K133 - K1%? - K&‘- - K,,%Y - K,% 
is defined, where, for f : B - B in G(X), ak,(FB, Ff) = k,Ker f - k0 Cokerf. It is exact 
at K&3; if V is semisimple it is also exact at K,M; if 93 is semisimple it is exact. 
The condition that N’ be a fibration is usually easy to check. For example, the quotient 
functor itself is (by (6.6)) always a fibration. More generally if N’%? = 9 then N’ is a fibra- 
tion. In both these cases, moreover, KON’ is obviously surjective. 
The semisimplicity of 93 and %J is an unnecessarily strong condition for exactness in 
(7.6). We shall consider below methods for relaxing it. 
$8. RESOLVENT SUBCATEGORIES 
A full additive subcategory 98 of an abelian category ~-4 is left hereditary if 0 - A0 
--+A, --3 A2 + 0 exact in d, A,, A2 E ~3 imply A, E ~?8. Right hereditary sub- 
categories are defined dually. 
If GJ is a left hereditary subcategory of d and A E SB a g-resolution of A is an exact 
sequence . .. -+Bj---+...--Be--A --+ 0 with each B, E g. We may alternatively 
describe such a resolution as a positively graded chain complex B lying in 98 with HB = H,,B 
= A. A B-resolution B is finite if Bj = 0 for j sufficiently large. 
If $5’ c a are left hereditary subcategories of d we shall say that % is resolvent in 33 if 
every B E 9 has a finite %-resolution. 
LEMMA (8.1). If G? is resolvent in g’, f: B’ -Bin99,C~%andj3:C-Bisan 
epimorphism then there is a C’ E 59, g : C’ - C and an epimorphism fi’ : C’ - B’ such 
that fig = fr. 
Let D be the kernel of cf fl) : B’ u C - B and let h : D -C,y: D- B’ be the 
restrictions of the two projections of B’ u C. Then y is an epimorphism and fy = j?h. 
Moreover, since B is left hereditary, D E 53. Thus there is a C’ G C and an epimorphism 
6 : C’ -D. We need only set /3’ = y& g = hS. 
LEMMA (8.2). If % is resolvent in 5%:, c’, c” are finite C-resolutions of B’, B” E 9 and 
f’:B- B’,f”: B- B” in ?8 then there is a finite %?-resolution C of B and maps cp’ : C 
- C’, q3” : C - C” of complexes such that H$ = f’, Hq” = f”. 
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For C’ u C” is a V-resolution of B’ u B”. Applying (8.1) to the map 
( ) 
;: :B- 
B’ 11 B” we may produce, inductively, a %-resolution D of B and maps II/’ : D - C’, 
+V’: D- C” such that H$’ =f’, H$” = f “. But for j > n, say, Ci = 0, C(i’ = 0, and 
we may thus change D to a finite resolution C by substituting a finite resolution of 
Ker(D,+ I - 0,) for the terms of higher degree. 
LEMMA (8.3). If C, C’ are finite %-resolutions of B E B then xvC = x%C’. 
For we may in view of (8.2) suppose there is a map p : C + c’ with Hq = 1 : B. 
Moreover we may replace C’ by the algebraic mapping cylinder of cp, whose Euler character- 
istic is clearly the same, and thus suppose that cp is a monomorphism which splits as a map 
of graded objects. Thus Coker ~0 is in %7. Since it is acyclic and V is left hereditary it is 
clear that xQ Coker cp = 0. The lemma follows immediately. 
PO LEMMA (8.4). Q-0 - B, - B, A B, - 0 is exact in .SY then there is an exact 
% sequence 0 -4 C, - Cl (PI C, - 0 offinite %-resolutions with Hqi = bi, i = 0, 1. 
We need only construct as in the proof of (8.3) a monomorphism ‘pO : Co ---+ c, of 
C-resolutions of B,, B, which splits as a map of graded objects, and then define C, = Coker 
qo* 
From these lemmas we may deduce the following result. 
PROPOSITION (8.5). If % c 93 c _w’ and V is resolvent in S?, and J: V - 93 is the 
inclusion functor then K,J : K,%? FZ KoS9. 
For by (8.3) we may construct a map ob g - KoV by sending B into x’C, where C 
is a finite ‘Z-resolution of B. By (8.4) this is additive with respect o extensions and thus 
defines the homomorphism Ko9# ---+ KoV inverse to K,J. 
An analogous result for K, demands additional hypothesis. If % c &? c J$ are left 
hereditary subcategories we shall say that %’ is biresolvent in g if, whenever /I, /I’ are auto- 
morphisms of B E 93 then there are finite resolutions (C, r), (C, y’) in a%? of (B, p), (B, p’) 
E Ml having the same underlying resolution of B. Clearly a biresolvent subcategory is 
resolvent; moreover R% is resolvent in LGZ9. 
PROPOSITION (8.6). If $7 c g c zz? and W is biresolvent in S?, and J : Q? + 93 is the 
inclusion functor then K,J : K,GTZ M K,3. 
As in the proof of (8.5) we construct a map ob RL~ --P K,g by sending (B, /?) into 
xy(C, y) = Z(- l)‘k,(C,, yi). This is clearly additive with respect to extensions. For the 
multiplication, if (B, &(B, j?‘) E !&%9 they have resolutions (C, y), (C, y’) and (C, ~7’) is a 
resolution of (B, p/l’). Thus (B, p/l’) --+ x’r(C, yy’) = xl<C, r> + xy(C, y’). The homo- 
morphism K,g - K,%? thus defined is clearly inverse to K,J. 
Biresolvency is easily verified in an important special case. We need first a lemma on 
lifting automorphisms. 
LEMMA (8.7). In an abelian category ~2 let c+ : X, + Ai, i = 0, 1, be epimorphisms 
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with Xi projective. If f: A0 = A, then there is an isomorphism g : X0 U. Xl - Xl u x0 
such that (ccl, 0)s =f(rq,, 0). 
Since the Xi are projective there is a map u : X0 + Xi with C(~U =for,, and a map 
v : x, - X,withcr,v=f-‘cr,. Weset 




1, -vu -v 
and verify by an easy computation that (c~i, 0)g = (for,, 0) = f(a,, 0), and that 
-I- 9 - 
i 
V 1, - vu 
1, -uv 1 -u - u(1, - vu) 
is inverse to g. 
We are especially interested of course in the case A,, = A,, X,, = X1, cq, = a,, in which 
an automorphism of A0 can be lifted to an automorphism of X0 II X0. 
We need also the following observation about partial projective resolutions. 
LEMMA (8.8). [f $3 is a left hereditary subcategory of JB, 
O-+B--+X,--+~~~--+XO--+A--+O 
and O-C-Y,--.a.-Y,-A-O 
are exact, each Xi, Yi is projective and lies in a, and B e 93 then also C E 37. 
This is an immediate consequence of the generalized Schanuel emma [7] which asserts 
that 
c11x,v Y”_,U . . . Z:B UY” Yx._1 U... . 
Now if %? c W c ~2 are left hereditary subcategories we shall say that V is projectively 
resolvent in 9 if each B E 39 has a finite %-resolution 0 - C - X, - .a. - X0 + 
B - 0 with each Xi projective. In view of the two preceding lemmas the following con- 
clusion is immediate. 
PROPOSITION (8.9). If 55’ c 33 c ~2 are left hereditary subcategories and 59 is projectively 
resolvent in $9 then it is biresolvent in 9. 
We shall want finally an analogous result for fibre categories. 
PROPOSITION (8.10). Let F: d - 23 be an exact functor which preserves projectives. 
Suppose %? c $3 c d are hereditary subcategories and C is projectively resolvent in &9. If 
F’, F” are the restrictions of F to 93, V then the inclusion @F” c QF’ induces an isomorphism 
K#QF ” zz K,iDF’. 
For suppose (B,, PO, B,), (B,, fil, B,) E @F’. Then there is a projective XE %Z with 
epimorphisms ti : X- Bi , i = 0, 1, 2. But also FX is projective and F~i is epimorphic. 
Hence by (8.7) there are automorphisms yi of F(X ti X) such that 
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F(Xu X) y0 - F(XuX)- y1 F(XuX) 
(F<o,O) I I (FCIJ’) I (FCz.0) Bo 81 
FBo ) FB, - FB, 
commutes. 
Hence, by (8.8), there are finite @,F”-resolutions of (B,, PO, B,) and (B,, /11, B,) which 
are composable, the composition being a @F”-resolution of (B2, /?,/?o, B,). The con- 
clusion follows as in (8.6). 
$9. SUBSTANTIAL SUBCATEGORIES 
In 58 we considered subcategories in which each object of a category could be resolved ; 
here we do just the opposite and consider subcategories into which each object can be 
filtered. We begin with the statement of the Jordan-Holder-Schreier theorem, which is by 
now familiar for abelian categories. 
LEMMA (9.1). TwofiniteJiltrutions of an object in an abelian category have rejkements 
such that the successive quotients of thefirst are, up to order, isomorphic to those of the second. 
We shall say that a full additive subcategory ~8 of an abelian category LX! is hereditary if 
B E g implies that all subobjects and quotient objects of B are in .c?#‘. The following observa- 
tions are immediately evident. 
LEMMA (9.2). A hereditary subcategory is abelian; the inclusion functor is exact. 
LEMMA (9.3). If Af c d is a Serre subcategory, $l c a/N is a full additive subcategory 
and .W c d is the jidl subcategory such that ob W’ = ob ~2 n N-‘(ob L&?) then 23 is here- 
ditary if and only $93 is. In this case .N is also a Serre subcategory of 2?’ and 33 = Z/N. 
If L%’ is abelian and %? c .@ c d are full additive subcategories we shall say that V is 
substantial in g if (i) V is hereditary in ~2 and (ii) each BE W has a finite filtration with 
successive quotients in %?. 
PROPOSITION (9.4). Zf J: V--+ ~3 is the inclusion of a substantial subcategory then 
K,J : K,%’ M K,.c%. 
For if B E 93 has the filtration 0 = B, c ... c B,, = B with Bj/Bj_, E %?, with the refine- 
ment 0 = BA c a.. c BA = B then it is evident that Ejkz(Bj/Bj_l) = Cikt(B;/Bi_,). By 
(9.3) it follows that this sum is independent of the filtration and thus defines a map p : ob g 
- K,%T. If 0 - B, - B, - B, - 0 is exact in &? then B, may be filtered by 
combining filtrations of B, and B z ; this makes it clear that p is additive with respect to 
filtrations and thus defines p : K,a -+ K,W, which is of course inverse to K,J. 
A similar conclusion for K, requires additional hypothesis. Suppose a is an auto- 
morphism of an object A of an abelian category d. Then a filtration in Q.d of (A, ~1) is 
nothing more or less than a filtration of A which is stable under ~1, i.e. one in which each 
subobject is mapped isomorphically onto itself by CY. Moreover if Pm c d is hereditary then, 
clearly, so is Qg c Rd. 
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If V c g c d we shall say that %’ is bisubstantial in 93 if V c ~2 is hereditary and for 
every (B, B), (B, p’) E !2a there is a filtration of B which is stable under both /3 and /3’, and 
whose successive quotients are in %‘. Observe that QZV is then substantial in Sza. 
PROPOSITION (9.5). If J : VT --+ 99 is the inclusion of a bisubstantial subcategory then 
K,J : K,%? z K,S9. 
The proof (compare (8.6)) is straightforward. 
We observe that V c 23 is certainly bisubstantial if every BE a has a characteristic 
filtration, i.e. one stable under all automorphisms of B, with successive quotients in ‘+?, and 
note the following two examples of bisubstantial subcategories. 
(9.6) Suppose .d is a category in which every object is of finite length. An A E Z$ is 
simple if it has no proper subobjects, semisimple if it is the direct sum of simple subobjects. 
If G3 c d is the full subcategory of semisimple objects then g is bisubstantial in ~4. For 
let SA, the socle of A, be the sum of the simple subobjects of A. Then 0 = A,, A, = SA, 
AZ/A, = S(A/A,), . . . defines a characteristic filtration of A with quotients in g. Note also 
that g is a semisimple category. 
(9.7) Let A be a left noetherian ring, I a nilpotent left ideal. Let d be the category 
of finitely generated left A-modules, 33 the full subcategory of modules annihilated by I. 
Then G? is bisubstantial in d. If A E A let Z*A be the submodule annihilated by I; then 
0 = A,, A, = PA, AZ/A, = Z*(A/A,), . . . defines a characteristic filtration with quotients 
in g. If I is two-sided then g may be identified with the category of finitely generated 
A/I-modules. 
$10. SOME EXACT SEQUENCES 
We shall consider here an abelian category d with a Serre subcategory JV and in- 
vestigate some cases in which we can conclude exactness in the sequence K,d --+ K,(d/Jlr) 
- K,Jlr - K,A ---+ KoWlx) - 0. These cases clearly do not exhaust, but they 
may perhaps typify the applications of the preceding results. 
LEMMA (10.1). If B c d/N is substantial and &I’ c d is the full subcategory of A 
such that NA E ~59 then 29’ is substantial. 
This is an immediate consequence of (6.7). Notice that this does not cover the case of 
bisubstantiality. 
THEOREM (10.2). If each object of .d/N is of,finite length then K,(&/N) ---+ K,,.N 
- K,,d ----+ K,(drBlN) - 0 is exact. If,further each object of & is offinite length then 
K,& -----+ K,(d/.N) - KO.N -----f K,& ----, K&&/N) - 0 is exact. 
The first statement subsumes the result of [4]. Let a c &/,/1 be the full subcategory 
of semisimple objects and define 33 as in (10.1). Then by (7.5) the sequence Kla---+ 
KOM ----+ K,,.W - K&9 - 0 is exact. But the inclusion functors 23 c d/J, ~23’ c d 
give by (9.4), (9.5) isomorphisms K,&7 z K,(d/X), i = 0, 1, K&Y x K,d. 
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If also all A E d are of finite length then this is certainly true of JV as well. Let d, c 
d, X0 c JV be the subcategories of semisimple objects. Then do/X0 = $I and thus 
K,dCl- K@ - K,X,, - K,dO - K&B - 0 is exact. But once more the 
inclusion functors induce an isomorphism of this with the sequence in question. 
LEMMA (10.3). Zf 99 c d/M is resolvent and 93’ c d is the ‘preim~~ge” us in (10.1) 
then 3’ is resolvent. 
This follows immediately from (6.6). Notice that it does not cover biresolvency. 
THEOREM (10.4). If&‘/M is supplied with enough projective3 and every object of ,?I/.hf 
has finite projective dimension then K,(&/Jlr) --+ K,#” -+ K,& --+ Ko(&/_f) --+ 0 
is exact. If further ~2 satisJies these hypotheses then K,.d -----) K,(&/Jlr) -+ K&f --+ 
KCld - KoWW) - 0 is exact. 
To see the relation between the hypotheses observe first that N: ~2 --+ JzZ/J~ cer- 
tainly preserves projectives. 
In the first instance let 9? c ,zZ/M be the full subcategory of projectives. This is pro- 
jectively resolvent, hence biresolvent in ._&/_lr, and the subcategory 98’ c d, defined as 
above, is resolvent in &. Observe that 37 is semisimple and proceed as in (10.2). 
If _c&’ has enough projectives then C8’ is also projectively resolvent in .d. If in addition 
each A E J$’ has finite projective dimension and $5’ c JZZ is the full subcategory of projectives 
then the restriction N’ : %? - 53 of N is certainly a fibration and we have a commutative 
where the map K, QN’ ---+ K,,JV comes from the inclusion QiN’ c @JV (cf. (8.10)) and the 
canonical isomorphism K,JV z K,(DN. But the top row is exact by (5.2), and the second 
is isomorphic to the sequence in question. 
We turn now to more concrete examples. For any ring A we adopt the conventional 
notation KiA for Ki applied to the category of finitely generated projective left A-modules. 
If A is left noetherian and left regular, i.e. every finitely generated left A-module is of finite 
projective dimension then the subcategory of projectives is projectively resolvent in the 
category ..a2 of all finitely generated left A-modules and the inclusion gives KiA z K&‘. 
If A is left noetherian and P c A is a central multiplicative system the subcategory 
Jf c JZZ of modules annihilated by some p E P is a Serre subcategory, and &/JV may be 
identified with the category of finitely generated left A, modules. 
Theorem (10.4) has the following translation. 
THEOREM (10.5). Jf A is left noetherian and feft regular and P c A is a central multi- 
plicative system then K,A -+ K,Ap --+ Ko.N - K,,A - KOAp - 0 is exact. 
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We may apply this result to abbreviate considerably the proof of a result of [2]. Let 
R be a left noetherian left regular ring. In A = R[r], I indeterminate, let P = (1, t, t2, . . .) 
so that A,, = R[r, r-l]. By Theorem (1) of [2] the homomorphism K,R - K,R[r] is an 
isomorphism. But the composition KiR - KiR[r] - K,R[r, t - ‘I- K,R, where the 
last map comes from the specialization I + 1, is clearly the identity. Thus KiR[r] - 
K,R[t, r-‘1 is a split monomorphism. 
On the other hand the category .N of P-torsion modules over R[r] contains as a sub- 
stantial subcategory that of the modules annihilated by t, which is clearly isomorphic to 
the category of finitely generated left R-modules. Thus we have a canonical isomorphism 
K,R x J&V-. 
THEOREM (10.6). If R is lefr noerherian and Iefr regular there is a split exact sequence 
O- K,R- K,R[r, r-‘1 -K,R--+O. 
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